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ADDENDUM NO. 1
TO RFB RIVCO-2020-RFB-0000133

1.0 This addendum is considered to be part of the RFB. All other terms of the RFB remain unchanged and in effect. This addendum is intended to provide additional information and/or to change requirements in the above referenced RFB. Any information contained herein will be considered part of the RFB and as such will be used in the evaluation of the bid responses. Attention all potential bidders, if you have already submitted your quote prior to the bid closing date, please review this addendum and re-submit your bid response, should this addendum modify your initial bid response.

2.0 Questions from vendors:

2.1 How complete is the existing system? What has already been installed?

County Response:

2.2 How complete is the existing system? What has already been installed?

County Response:

2.3 What documentation is available for that work? (plans, tests, etc.)

County Response:

2.4 What are the reported issues with the system as installed?

County Response:

2.5 The procurement spec lists the frequencies required, but provides no information about the intended donor sites. Can you provide the donor site information?

County Response:

2.6 The submittal and testing plan in the specification appear to be for a new installation. What testing does the county require us to do in this circumstance, for example, if sweep testing of cable runs has already been satisfactorily accomplished, do you want us to redo it?

County Response:

2.7 Likewise for donor antennas – do we need to provide structural analysis by a p.e. assuming the donor antennas already exist?

County Response:
2.8 Do you want us to perform an ibwave study of the system as currently extant? What should we be pricing in our bid? Presumably only the first portion of the project.

County Response:

2.9 Are some kind of building drawings available for estimation purposes?

County Response:

2.10 What kind of fire code section 510 considerations are there? (two-hour room, two-hour risers, 24 hour battery, critical areas, etc.)

County Response: